Drive Computing Terms and Conditions
1.Drive Computing:
Drive Computer services own all brands and products that are covered by these terms and
conditions, including services, logos and other visual media made available by having an
account. To use services created by Drive Computing, all the terms in this document MUST be
accepted, any negligence to read this document is at your own risk and any legal or internal
action in the future via the terms in this document will be taken without exceptions.
2.Use of Services:
All use of our services must obey the following terms of service and must not be dismissed by
any user unless given direct authority to do so by our support team or company
representative.
a. Authority: You agree that if you are using our software on behalf of a company, you
represent that you have the authority to accept our terms of service on behalf of the
company as an entity, if you are accessing an account on behalf of another user (e.g.
another administrator), the terms apply to your activities on behalf of the account
owner.
b. Member Conduct: You agree not to use services to:
i.
Attempt to obtain unauthorized access to Drive Computing services, data or
servers.
ii.
Store any content that may be harmful, offensive, harassing, abusive, vulgar,
racially or ethnically objectionable.
iii.
Violate any applicable laws or regulations.
iv.
Impersonate or mimic another person or entity.
v.
Make available any item or content that you do not own the registered
trademark, trade secret or copyright to.
vi.
Advertise products or content without prior written permission from Drive
Computing.
vii.
Make available any computer code, viruses, or any malware that could be
used to cause damage to the functionality of Drive Computer services or other
users, or;
viii.
Interfere with/disrupt the services, servers or networks connected to the
services in in any way.
c. Support: Drive Computer Services do not promise to provide support for our services,
when available our support will assist with anything they can but are still restrained by
working hours, holidays and other extraneous variables.
d. Fees: Drive Computer Services reserve the right to charge for our services. It is
expected that upon creating an account (unless you are under a trial) you will have
chosen a payment that is most fitting to your needs. If for some reason our rates are
to change, you will be informed prior to it happening.
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3.Your Account:
a. To use our services an account must be created, it is expected that all information
provided is both accurate and truthful. It is also essential that all account information
is kept up to date.
b. You are responsible for all activity on your account. To ensure only you can access
your account ensure your password is secure and don’t use the same password on
multiple systems. If for some reason you believe your account is being used by
someone other than you, you can contact the support team to prevent your account
being accessed.
c. By creating an account and providing Drive Computing with your email address, you
agree that Drive Computing can email you to notify you of important information,
whether that be a breach of our terms and conditions, a missed payment or anything
else deemed important enough to directly contact you about.
4.Privacy and Data Protection:
Drive Computing’s privacy document outlines how we use and what happens to your data
once you give it to us.
5.Content:
Some of our services allow content that doesn’t belong to Drive Computing to be viewed and
uploaded. As an entity, you are responsible for all content that you upload or view while
using our services. All content uploaded must be relevant to our services and their designed
purposes. We may remove content if it breaches our terms of service or any regulations of
law, this doesn’t mean that we will actively monitor your review any content but if we are
made aware we will approach you to inform you of any actions we take.
6.Modifying Services and Termination of Accounts:
a. As time goes on Drive Computing will make changes to improve the functionality of
services. Anything that we believe would cause any drastic change Drive Computing
will contact you to inform you.
b. You can stop using our services whenever you want to, however if you were to cancel
midway through a month and cancelled a service which required a monthly fee you
would be required to pay the usual fee for a full month.
c. Unless stated otherwise in a prior deal, Drive Computing possess the right to suspend,
deactivate or remove your account at any time, and for any reason including, but not
limited to; Inactivity, a breach of terms of service or violation of regulations of law.
i.
In the event of a suspension upon your account, Drive Computing will store
any data or content you have uploaded for a maximum of 3 months, with
regular warnings, before removing. If the matter that caused the suspension
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ii.
iii.

has been resolved, then your account will be unsuspended and all access to
data will return.
If an account has been suspended in the past and it happens again, the usual
length of time will be put into place to let you recover your account.
If your account were to be suspended on three different occasions, Drive
Computing has the right to permanently withhold your account and remove all
data.

7.Warranties and Disclaimers:
Drive Computing do not make any representations, promises or warranties on its services, we
will back up our storage and servers in the event of any corruption of data however we will
not promise that ALL or ANY data will be accessible if for some reason your data were to be
compromised. Your use of services and content you create, and upload is your responsibility
and is uploaded to our services at your own risk. The support we provide is not specifically for
your content and will not be held responsible for any problems regarding your content unless
directly caused by Drive Computing services.
8.Fee-Based services:
If you are paying for a service, fees should be payed on time on the agreed date for each
month. If for some reason you miss a payment Drive Computing will notify you and allow
three days for you to pay. If the three days pass and the payment hasn’t been made, your
account will be suspended (see section 6 for details on suspensions) until the issue is
resolved.
9.About These Terms:
Modification of Terms; from time to time Drive Computing will modify these terms of service.
Unless you are informed differently, all changes to terms will be made effective at the time
that this document is updated. Drive Computing will provide a notice of updated terms and
an overview of changes.
If you would like further information, or have a query about our updated terms, please
contact our support team who can fill you in on anything that you need to know or are
concerned about.

